
Installation Manual for Drain Pump Kit (for Ceiling Suspended Type)

Model DUPC-63K1, DUPC-160K1

Important Notice
 ● Johnson Controls, Inc. pursues a policy of continuing improvement in design and performance in its 

products.  
As such, Johnson Controls Inc. reserves the right to make changes at any time without prior notice.

 ● Johnson Controls Inc. cannot anticipate every possible circumstance that might involve a potential 
hazard.

 ● This heat pump air conditioning unit is designed for standard air conditioning applications only.  
Do not use this unit for anything other than the purposes for which it was intended for.

 ● The installer and system specialist shall safeguard against leakage in accordance with local pipefitter 
and electrical codes. The following standards may be applicable, if local regulations are not available. 
International Organization for Standardization: (ISO 5149 or European Standard, EN 378). No part of 
this manual may be reproduced in any way without the expressed written consent of Johnson Controls 
Inc.

 ● This heat pump air conditioning unit will be operated and serviced in North America and comes with a 
full complement of the appropriate Safety, Danger, and Caution, Warnings.

 ● If you have questions, please contact your distributor or dealer.
 ● This manual provides common descriptions, basic and advanced information to maintain and service 

this heat pump air conditioning unit which you operate as well for other models.
 ● This manual should be considered as a permanent part of the air conditioning equipment and should 

remain with the air conditioning equipment.

Product Inspection upon Arrival
1. Upon receiving this product, inspect it for any damages incurred in transit. Claims for damage, either 

apparent or concealed, should be filed immediately with the shipping company.
2. Check the model number, electrical characteristics (power supply, voltage, and frequency rating), and 

any accessories to determine if they agree with the purchase order.
3. The standard utilization for this unit is explained in these instructions. Use of this equipment for 

purposes other than what it designed for is not recommended. 
4. Please contact your local agent or contractor as any issues involving installation, performance, or 

maintenance arise. Liability does not cover defects originating from unauthorized modifications 
performed by a customer without the written consent of Johnson Controls, Inc. Performing any 
mechanical alterations on this product without the consent of the manufacturer will render your warranty 
null and void.

IMPORTANT:
READ AND UNDERSTAND THIS MANUAL BEFORE USING THIS DRAIN PUMP KIT. 
KEEP THIS MANUAL FOR FUTURE REFERENCE.
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Signal Words

 
Indicates a hazardous situation that, if not avoided, could result in death or 
serious injury.

Indicates a hazardous situation that, if not avoided, could result in minor or 
moderate injury. 

Indicates information considered important, but not hazard-related 
(for example, messages relating to property damage).

General Precautions
To reduce the risk of serious injury or death, read these instructions 
thoroughly and follow all warnings or cautions included in all manuals that 
accompanied the product and are attached to the unit. 
Refer back to these safety instructions as needed.

 ● This system, should be installed by personnel certified by Johnson Controls, Inc. Personnel must 
be qualified according to local, state and national building and safety codes and regulations. 
Incorrect installation could cause leaks, electric shock, fire or an explosion. In areas where Seismic 
Performance requirements are specified, the appropriate measures should be taken during 
installation to guard against possible damage or injury that might occur in an earthquake. If the unit is 
not installed appropriately correctly, injuries may occur because of a falling unit.

 ● Use appropriate Personal Protective Equipment (PPE), such as gloves, protective goggles and 
electrical protection equipment and tools suited for electrical operation purposes.

 ● When transporting, be careful when picking up, moving and mounting these units. Although the 
controller may be packed using plastic straps, do not use them for transporting from one location to 
another. Do not stand on or put any material on the controller. 

 ● When installing the controller cabling to the units, do not touch or adjust any safety devices inside 
the indoor or outdoor units. All safety features, disengagement, and interlocks must be in place 
and functioning correctly before the equipment is put into operation. If these devices are improperly 
adjusted or tampered with in any way, a serious accident can occur. Never bypass, wire around, or 
jump-out any safety device or switch. 

 ● Use only Johnson Controls recommended, provided as standardized, or replacement parts.
 ● Johnson Controls shall will not assume any liability for injuries or damage caused by not following 

steps outlined or described in this manual.  Unauthorized modifications to Johnson Controls products 
are prohibited as they…

 ◦ May create hazards which could result in death, serious injury or equipment damage. 
 ◦ Will void product warranties. 
 ◦ May invalidate product regulatory certifications.
 ◦ May violate OSHA standards.

1.  Safety Summary
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Take the following precautions to reduce the risk of property damage.

 ● Do not touch the main circuit board or electronic components in the controller or remote devices.  
Make sure that dust and/or steam does not accumulate on the circuit board.

 ● When installing the unit in a hospital or other facility where electromagnetic waves are generated 
from nearby medical and/or electronic devices, be prepared for noise and electronic interference 
Electromagnetic Interference (EMI). Do not install where the waves can directly radiate into the 
electrical box, controller cable, or controller. Inverters, appliances, high-frequency medical equipment, 
and radio communications equipment may cause the unit to malfunction. The operation of the unit 
may also adversely affect these same devices. Install the unit at least 10 ft. (approximately 3m) away 
from such devices.  

 ● Locate the controller at a distance of at least 3 ft. (approximately 1m) between the indoor unit and 
electric lighting. Otherwise, the receiver part of the unit may have difficulty receiving operation 
commands. 

 ● If the controller is installed in a location where electromagnetic radiation is generated, make sure that 
the controller is shielded and cables are sleeved inside conduit tubing. 

 ● If there is a source of electrical interference near the power source, install noise suppression 
equipment (filter).

 ● During the test run, check the unit’s operation temperature. If the unit is used in an environment 
where the temperature exceeds the operation boundary, it may cause severe damage. Check the 
operation temperature boundary in the manual. If there is no specified temperature, use the unit within 
the operation temperature boundary of 35 to 104°F (0 to 40°C).

Installation Precautions

Take the following precautions to reduce the risk of electric shock, fire or 
explosion resulting in serious injury or death:

 ● Perform a test run using the controller to ensure normal operation. Safety guards, shields, barriers, 
covers, and protective devices must be in place while the compressor/unit is operating. During the 
test run, keep fingers and clothing away from any moving parts. 

After installation work for the system has been completed, explain the “Safety Precautions”, use, and 
maintenance of the unit to the customer according to the information in all manuals that accompanied the 
system. All manuals and warranty information must be given to the user or left near the Indoor Unit.
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Electrical Precautions 

Take the following precautions to reduce the risk of electric shock, fire or 
explosion resulting in serious injury or death:

 ● Only use electrical protection equipment and tools suited for this installation. 
 ● The polarity of the input terminals is important, so be sure to match the polarity when using contacts 

that have polarity.
 ● Highly dangerous electrical voltages may be used in this system. Carefully refer to the wiring diagram 

and these instructions when wiring. Improper connections and inadequate grounding can cause 
serious injury or death. 

 ● Before installing the drain pump, ensure that the indoor and outdoor unit operation has been stopped. 
Further, be sure to wait at least five minutes before turning off the main power switch to the indoor or 
outdoor units. Otherwise, water leakage or electrical breakdown may result.  

 ● Do not open the service cover or access panel to the indoor or outdoor units without turning OFF the 
main power supply. Before connecting or servicing the controller or cables to indoor or outdoor units, 
open and tag all disconnect switches. Never assume electrical power is disconnected. Check with a 
meter and equipment.

 ● This equipment can be installed with a Ground Fault Circuit Breaker (GFCI), which is a recognized 
measure for added protection to a properly grounded unit. Install appropriate sized breakers/fuses/ 
overcurrent protection switches, and wiring in accordance with local, state and NEC codes and 
requirements. The equipment installer is responsible for understanding and abiding by applicable 
codes and requirements.

 ● Communication cabling should be a minimum of 18-Gauge, 2-Conductor, Stranded Copper.  Shielded 
cable must be considered for applications and routing in areas of high EMI and other sources of 
potentially excessive electrical noise to reduce the potential for communication errors.  When shielded 
cabling is applied, proper bonding and termination of the cable shield is required as per Johnson 
Controls guidelines.  Plenum and riser ratings for communication cables must be considered per 
application and local code requirements.

 ● Use an exclusive power supply at the controller’s rated voltage. 
 ● Be sure to install circuit breakers (ground fault interrupter, isolating switch, molded case circuit 

breaker, and so forth) with the specified capacity. Ensure that the wiring terminals are tightened 
securely to recommended torque specifications. 

 ● Clamp electrical wires securely with a cord clamp after all wiring is connected to the terminal block.  
In addition, run wires securely through the wiring access channel. 

 ● When installing the power lines, do not apply tension to the cables. Secure the suspended cables at 
regular intervals, but not too tightly. 

 ● Make sure that the terminals do not come into contact with the surface of the electrical box.  
If the terminals are too close to the surface, it may lead to failures at the terminal connection. 

 ● Check that the ground wire is securely connected. Do not connect ground wiring to gas piping, water 
piping, lighting conductor, or telephone ground wiring. 
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Check to ensure that the following accessories are packed with the drain pump.

● To ensure correct performance, use this manual together with the “Installation and Maintenance 
Manual” for the indoor unit and the wireless controller.  Forward this information to the building owner 
and request that they maintain all the equipment manuals.

2.  Factory-Supplied Accessories

Unit: inch (mm) 

No. Accessory for Drain Pump Kit
DUPC-
63K1

DUPC-
160K1 Remarks

Qty.

1 Drain Pump Body 1 1

2 Drain Hose
7-1/16 (180)

1 1 for Vertical Drain Piping

3 L-shaped 
Drain Pipe 6-5/16 (160)

21-5/16 (542)

1 1 for Vertical Drain Piping

4 Hose Band φ1-1/2 (38)

in vinyl package
2 2 for Attaching Drain Hose

5 Hose Band φ1-3/4 (44) 1 1 for Attaching Drain Pipe

6 Securing Screw M4 x 8 4 4 for Securing (1 for Spare)

7 Pipe Insulation
25-3/8 (645)

Packed with 3  1 1 for Wrapping Drain Piping

8 Insulation 3/8T x 5-1/8 x 9-1/16
(10T x 130 x 230) 2 2 for Wrapping Drain Piping 

Connection
9 Insulation 3/8T x 1-15/16 x 7-7/8

(10T x 50 x 200) 1 1 for Wrapping Drain Piping 
Connection

10 Insulation 3/16T x 2-13/16 x 2-13/16
(5T x 72 x 72) 1 1 for Vertical Drain Pipe

11 Insulation 1/16 x 7-7/8 x 6-5/16
(2T x 200 x 160) 1 1 for Covering Gap

No. Accessory for Upper Piping Set
SSF-
63K

SSF-
160K Remarks

Qty.

1 Refrigerant Liquid 
Pipe φd

L

fd x L

f1/4 x 7-5/8 (f6.35 x 193) 1 -
f3/8 x 7-5/8 (f9.52 x 193) - 1

2 Refrigerant Gas 
Pipe

f1/2 x 9 (f12.7 x 228) 1 -
f5/8 x 9 (f15.88 x 228) - 1

3 Pipe Insulation 
(for Liquid)

L

φd

f11/16 (f18) 1 -
for Wrapping Field 
Refrigerant Piping 
Connection

f7/8 (f22) - 1

4 Pipe Insulation
(for Gas)

f1 (f26) 1 -
f1-1/4 (f32) - 1

5 Cable Clamp 6 6 for Attaching Pipe 
Insulations ( 3  and 4 )

No. Tool No. Tool
1 Phillips Screwdriver 6 PVC (VP25)
2 Screwdriver 7 PVC Glue
3 Cutter 8 Insulation for Drain Pipe
4 Side Cutter 9 Vinyl Tape (Gray)
5 2 Adjustable Wrenches 10 Coating Treatment

3.  Necessary Tools and Instruments
Prepare the following onsite.
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4.  Installation

● For this drain pump, the drain piping connection changes from VP20 to VP25. (PVC pipe).
● The drain piping and the refrigerant piping can be connected from only the top right side of the indoor 

unit viewing from the front.

(1) Maintain the service space at the right side of the indoor unit viewing from the front as shown in the 
figure below when the drain pump is installed.

(2) Select the installation place where a sufficient ceiling 
height is maintained to facilitate the drain piping 
and 1/25 ~ 1/100 ratio of down-slope can be created.

(3) The following figures show the installation dimensions. 
(The drain pump is installed at the shaded part.)

Unit: inch (mm) 
Model DUPC-63K1 DUPC-160K1

Applicable Indoor Unit Model (H,Y,C)ICS015B21S (H,Y,C)ICS024-036B21S
Field Refrigerant Pipe Gas 1/2 (12.7) 5/8 (15.88)
Flare Nut Connection Liquid 1/4 (6.35) 3/8 (9.52)
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4.1 Installation Space and Position
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4.2 Installing to Indoor Unit
Refer to the “Installation and Maintenance Manual” for the indoor unit along with this manual.

4.2.1 Before Installing to Indoor Unit
It is recommended that this drain pump kit be installed before the indoor unit is mounted although it 
is possible after the indoor unit is mounted.

4.2.2 Installing Drain Pump Body
Install the drain pump body after the indoor unit is mounted (Refer to the “Installation and Maintenance 
Manual” for mounting the indoor unit.)
(1) Secure temporarily the securing screw ( 6 ) at the emboss processed part of the upper surface to hook 

the drain pump body temporarily.
(2) Hook and secure the right side of the drain pump body ( 1 ) with two securing screws ( 6 ).
 NOTE: 

Ensure the wires are clear of the securing screws when tightening.

(2) Cut three knockout holes at the cap with a knife. 
Attach the cap again after cutting out.

(1) Make the hole for the piping connection in the ceiling as 
shown in the figure at the right. 

(3) Open the air inlet grille and remove the 
side cover.  (Refer to the “Installation and 
Maintenance Manual” for removing.)

(4) Connect the refrigerant pipes ( 1  and 2 ) to the 
indoor unit.  (Use two wrenches.)

(5) Wrap the insulation attached to the indoor unit 
around the flare connection.

 If installing this drain pump kit after mounting the indoor 
unit, first install the drain piping and the refrigerant piping 
according to the dimensions shown with 

“  1” on the previous page. 

11
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00

)
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6
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0)

11-13/16
(300)

2-1/4
(57)

Unit: inch (mm)

(Front Side)

(Rear Side)

Ceiling

Indoor Unit Installation
Hole (    11-13/16 (300))

Indoor Unit

Cut out knockout
holes with a knife.

Rear Side

Cap

Cap

Indoor Unit

3 Cable Clamps x 2 Places
(Attached to Indoor Unit)

Pipe Insulation
(Attached to Indoor Unit)

Remove
the side cover.

Refrigerant Pipes
1 2(      and      )View from Right

Secure temporarily.

Securing Screw6

(M4 x 5/16 (8))

(Rear Side)

Hook.

Drain Pump Body1

Water Tank

View from Right

Upper Surface of Indoor Unit

Unit: inch (mm)

Fixing
Plate

Securing Screw6

Securing Screw6

Emboss
Processed
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(1) Connect the refrigerant pipes ( 1  and 2 ) to field 
refrigerant pipe.

(2) Wrap the accessory pipe insulation ( 3  and 4 ) 
around the flare connection.

(3) Apply sealing material (field-supplied) at the 
refrigerant pipe hole to prevent air leakage 
If air leakage occurs, it may cause decreased 
performance or condensation.

Perform the piping work with the accessory L-shaped drain pipe in order to adequately drain water.  Do 
not create an upper-slope or rise for the drain piping since drain water can flow back to the indoor unit and 
leakage into the room will occur.  Especially, pay attention to the position of the cable band and applying 
adhesive.

(1) Determine the drain-up height.  The height can be adjusted according to the following figure.
(2) Connect the drain hose ( 2 ), L-shaped drain pipe ( 3 ) to the drain-up mechanism ( 1 ) by hose band ( 4 ). 

(Tightening Torque: 1.8 to 2.5 lbf-ft (2.5 to 3.4 N-m))
(3) Connect the field drain pipe to the L-shaped drain pipe ( 3 ) with a hose band ( 5 ). 

(Tightening Torque: 1.8 to 2.5 lbf-ft (2.5 to 3.4 N-m))
(4) Insulate around the drain pipe using pipe insulation ( 7 ) and insulations ( 8  and 9 ) as follows. For the 

pipe insulation ( 7 ), wrap the vinyl tape (field-supplied) around it in order to prevent condensation. 
Additionally, perform the insulation work for the field drain pipe.

(5) Cover the gap around the cap with insulation (10) after the L-shaped drain pipe ( 3 ) runs through the 
cap.

Be sure to apply the PVC (Polyvinyl Chloride) adhesive (field-supplied) completely around the PVC pipe connection.  
Securely connect the pipes at the following A  and B  in order to prevent water leakage. (Securely fix the pipe 
connection at C  using the cable band.  Do NOT use adhesive.) Create 1/25 ~ 1/100 of a down-slope ratio for the 
PVC piping.

Flare Nut Field Refrigerant Pipe
(The insulation is required.)

Indoor Unit
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(φ1 (φ26))

Indoor Unit

Drain-up Mechanism Body

Drain Piping
Connection

Insulation
(Field-Supplied)

4

5

7 Pipe Insulation

Insulation (    )8Wrap gray vinyl tape.
(Field-Supplied)

When the drain-up height is
lowered, cut this pipe to adjust
according to the following table.

Model

5-7/8 ~ 23-5/8 (150 ~ 600)
(17-11/16 ~ 0 (450 ~ 0))

Adjustable
Drain-up Height [H]

(Cutting Length)

Hose Band

Hose Band

2

9

Attach the insulation (      ) after the drainage check.8

Field Drain Pipe
(PVC, VP25)

1/25 ~ 1/100 of
Down-Slope 

Pay attention to the attaching
position of hose band.

Insulation8

10 Insulation

4 Hose Band

Insulation

When the drain-up height is
lowered, cut this pipe to adjust.

Drain Hose

4 Hose Band

Fix the upper-most part of L-shaped
drain pipe so as not to apply
excessive force to drain hose.

Otherwise, the drain hose may
deform causing water leakage.

L-shaped Drain Pipe3

5.  Refrigerant Piping Work

6.  Drain Piping Work
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● Use the accessory L-shaped pipe to create vertical drain 
piping.  Otherwise, the drain water will flow back to the 
unit, causing overflowing.  Additionally, do not create a 
rising part at the top of the L-shaped pipe.

● Do not create a rising part for the drain piping or upper 
slope.  The drain water will flow back to the unit and it may 
cause water leakage when the unit operation is stopped.

● Do not connect the drain pipe with sanitary or sewage 
piping or any other drain piping.  When the common drain 
piping is provided for multiple indoor units, the connected 
position of each indoor unit must be higher than the 
common piping.  The pipe size of the common drain pipe 
must be larger than VP30 (nominal diameter 1-3/16 inches 
(30mm), outer diameter 1-1/2 inches (38mm)) according 
to the number of indoor units.

(6) Connect the already-installed drain pipe with the 
drain-up mechanism ( 1 ). 
(Tightening Torque: 1.8 to 2.5 lbf-ft 
 (2.5 to 3.4 N-m))

(7) Connect the connection at the indoor unit to the 
connection at the drain-up mechanism ( 1 ) with 
the drain hose attached to the indoor unit.  Fix 
each drain pipe connection using the hose band 
attached to the indoor unit.

 NOTE: 
Do not use adhesive at the drain hose 
connection because the drain hose connection 
is required to be removed for servicing.

(8) Wrap two insulations attached to the indoor unit 
around the hose band.

 NOTE: 
Insert the drain hose completely without any gap.  
Attach the insulation without any gap to prevent 
condensation.

(9) After the drain piping work is completed, ensure 
there is no air gap at the connection location. If 
there is a gap, cut the insulation (11) and fill in the 
gap.

Down-Slope

5-7/8 ~ 23-5/8 inches
(150 ~ 600mm)

Rising Part

Upward Slope

PVC Pipe (VP25)

This drain pipe must be
separated from other pipes.

Common Drain Piping (Min. VP30)
(Down-Slope from Rising Part)

1/25 to 1/100 of Down-Slope
Min. 3-15/16 inches (100mm)
(Higher if possible)

Drain Pump Body1

Indoor Unit
(Right Side)

Hose Bands
(Attached to Indoor Unit) Drain Hose

(Attached to Indoor Unit)

Two Insulations
(Attached to Indoor Unit)

(Bottom Side)
If the direction is incorrect,
it may cause water leakage.

Fixing Direction of Hose Band
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7.2 Electrical Wiring Connection
Connect the cable for the drain-up mechanism to the indoor unit according to the following figure.

Mark Name Remarks
MD Motor for Drain Pump

Drain Pump
FSD Float Switch for Drain Pump

PCB1 Printed Circuit Board Indoor Unit

7.1 Before Wiring Connection
Disconnect the connector CN14 (blue) on the indoor unit PCB1.
NOTE: 
Do not repeatedly connect and disconnect the connector.  The terminal board may become damaged.

● Do not perform the electrical wiring connection without referring to the installation manual.  If the 
instructions are not followed correctly, it may result in heat generation at connection, electrical shock or 
a fire.

● Make sure that the electrical wires are securely fixed in order not to apply an external force to the 
terminal connections of the wirings.  If fixing is not completed correctly, it may cause heat generation or 
a fire.

● Do not open the service cover for the indoor or outdoor unit without turning OFF the main power source. 
Otherwise, an electrical shock may occur.

DC12V

1

2

CN36

1

2

CN14

MD

FSD

DC13V

CN36
(White)

CN14
(Blue)

Electrical Box

PCB1

Disconnect the connector for CN14 (Blue) and connect 
the cable for the drain-up mechanism to the indoor unit.

< Enlarged View of PCB1 >

Alarm

Drain Pump

Cable for Drain Pump
NOTE:
Loosen the cable.
(for Maintenance of Electrical Box)

Drain PumpElectrical Box in Indoor Unit

Power Source
for Drain Pump

PCB1

7.  Electrical Wiring
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Check that the power source is turned ON before the test run. 
If the water is poured without turning ON, it overflows because the drain pump is not operating.

(1) Drainage and Water Leakage Check 
After performing the drain piping work and the electrical wiring, check to ensure that water flows freely 
as in the following procedures.

l	Drainage Check by Indoor Unit Operation
(a) Turn ON the power source.
(b) Perform the cooling operation. 

(For the heating season, perform the cooling operation with the Test Run Mode.  There are 
restrictions for the Test Run Mode.  Refer to the “Installation and Maintenance Manual” for the 
indoor unit for details.)

l	Drainage Operation by Float Switch 
The following are regular procedures to check the 
float switch operation.
(a) Turn ON the power source.
(b) Pour 102 oz to 136 oz (3000cc to 4000cc) of 

water gradually from the air outlet into the drain 
pan.

(c) Check that the water flows freely inside the 
transparent drain pipe connection and ensure no 
water leakage occurs.

(d) If the drainage cannot be checked, gradually pour 
an additional 34 oz to 68 oz (1000cc to 2000cc) 
of water into the drain pan.  If the end of the 
drain pipe cannot be checked visually, remove 
the right side cover and check the drainage from 
the transparent service access door at the drain 
pump. 
If the water overflows from the drain pan, the 
drain piping is not providing adequate drainage.  
Recheck the drain piping.

(c) Pour 51 oz to 68 oz (1500cc to 2000cc) of water 
gradually from the air outlet into the drain pan. 
NOTE: 
Drain water which is poured into the drain pan to 
check the drainage in the heating season should 
be drained completely from the drain pan.  Prepare 
the drain pan (field-supplied) and remove the drain 
plug when the drain water is drained.  After the 
drain water is completely drained, securely insert 
the drain plug again.

Ensure there is no leakage or excess moisture prior to test run.

Pump

View from Right

Drain Pump Service Access Door
(Transparent)

Check the drainage visually from
the service access door.

Check here visually to ensure water flows
freely inside the drain pipe.
(Attach the insulation after checking.)

Drain Pan

Water
(102 ~ 136oz (3000 ~ 4000cc))

Drain Boss

Insert the drain plug into
the drain boss by using a driver, etc.

Driver Drain Plug

Indoor Unit

Drain Pump

Drain Pan
(Field-Supplied)

Drain Plug

NOTE:
This drainage check can
be performed by opening
the air inlet grille.

8.  Test Run
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9.2 Cleaning Drain Pump
If the drain pump is used for a long time, clogging can occur inside the water tank which causes failure of the 
drain pump.  Perform the periodic maintenance work as follows.
Turn OFF the power source when the maintenance work is performed.

The maintenance for the drain-up mechanism must be performed by your contractor or authorized service 
engineer.  Otherwise, it may cause malfunction, water leakage, an electrical shock or injury from a fall by 
the drain-up mechanism.

9.1 Operation Method
The drain pump is built in the indoor unit.  It is continuously operated with a cooling operation.  (It is NOT 
operated at the fan and heating operation.) 
For the indoor unit operation, refer to the “Operation Manual” for the indoor unit.

● The drain pump is operated in order to drain the water left after the cooling operation is stopped.  Turn 
OFF the main power source after approximately five minutes.

● The sound of water flowing may be heard because the drain-up mechanism drains the drain water. 
It is not an abnormality.

● Drain the water from the drain plug if the indoor unit is not used for a long time.

< Removing Water Tank >
(1) Remove the screw for the fixing plate.
(2) Remove the water tank according to procedures 1  through 4  in the figure below.
(3) Clean inside the water tank with a brush. (At this time, the water tank is hung onto the indoor unit.)
(4) Attach the water tank again.

Parts Requiring Maintenance
Water Tank, Drain Pump and Float Switch: Clean once a year

 NOTE: 
Securely insert the water tank.

(5) Perform the test run to check that there is 
no water leakage.

Fixing Plate

Slide the water tank 
approx. 1/8 inch (3mm) backward.

Screw

1

1

2

3

4

2

4

Insertion

(Air Inlet Side)

Remove the fixing screws for
the water tank.

Slide the water tank slightly (approx. 
1/8 inch (3mm) backward to remove
the water tank. 
(Refer to the enlarged view from A)

Bring the water tank down with
the drain hose connected to it.

Drain Pump

Enlarged View
(Back Side of Drain Pump)

Drain Pump

Water 
Tank

Back Side Plate
of Indoor Unit

3

3

9. Maintenance
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In the following instance, failure of the drain pump or float switch or an abnormality of drain piping may occur. 
Stop the indoor unit operation and contact your distributor.

(1) The alarm code “01” is indicated on LCD of remote control switch.
(2) Water leakage occurs at the indoor unit.

10. Troubleshooting
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